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TRICK Service
Tool for Risk management of an ISMS based on a Central Knowledge base
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TRICK Service
Overview
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TRICK Service can be used to:

1. Document the organisational context & assets according to ISO/IEC 27005;

2. Audit ISO/IEC 27002 compliance and assess resources needed for missing security;

3. Qualitatively assess threats, vulnerabilities, risks, through structured brainstorming;

4. Guide through quantified assessment of risk scenarios;

5. Model dependencies between assets, risk scenarios, and security;

6. Quantitatively assess impact and likelihood of risk scenarios applied to selected assets;

7. Prepare a risk treatment plan, sorted by implementation phases and Return on Security 

Investment;

8. Prepare Statement of applicability for ISO/IEC 27001 certification;

9. Prepare risk analysis report compliant to CSSF circular 12/544

10. Assess security maturity.



TRICK Service
Methodology
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• Follows the guidance of ISO/IEC 27005

• Is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 compliant

• Can be easily integrated in your Information 

Security Management System (ISMS)

• Prepares reporting to regulator (CSSF, CNPD)



TRICK Service
Context establishment – Risk analysis scope
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Describe the context of your organisation



TRICK Service
Context establishment – Customisable parameters
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Impact scale (CSSF compatible) Probability scale (CSSF compatible)

Various parameters



TRICK Service
Context establishment – Identification of assets to be considered
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Asset types:
• Service;

• Information;

• Software;

• Hardware;

• Network;

• Staff;

• Not material value;

• Business (CSSF);

• Financial (CSSF);

• Compliance (CSSF).



TRICK Service
Security assessment
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Select and estimate effectiveness and implementation 

cost of standardised and custom security controls



TRICK Service
Qualitative risk analysis
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Qualitatively assess common threats and vulnerabilities, 

through structured brainstorming



TRICK Service
Risk identification for quantitative risk analysis
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Define risk scenarios



TRICK Service
Assess your risks in term of impact & likelihood
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Estimate your 

risks by asset ...



TRICK Service
Assess your risks in term of impact & likelihood
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... Or estimate 

your risk by risk 

scenario



TRICK Service
Risk Reduction Factor
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TRICK Service: a tool based on the profitability of security measures (ROSI)

Risk Reduction Factor (RRF)   =   relative reduction of a given risk by implementing a 

given security measures.

TRICK Service contains an estimate of RRF for each security measure, each risk, each asset type, 

which can be fine-tuned if needed.

Those estimates are based on properties of scenario, measures, and assets:



TRICK Service
Output: Risk treatment plan & Statement of Applicability
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Risk treatment plan, sorted by implementation phase and ROSI



TRICK Service
Output: Key indicators
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ALE by asset

ALE by scenario



TRICK Service
Output: Key indicators
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Compliance evolution towards best practices and international standards



TRICK Service
Output
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CSSF compliant risk register



Automatically export all results in a structured report
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TRICK Service
Continuous improvement 
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Update and fine-tune yearly your Risk Assessment 

Improve by modeling critical parts, e.g. 

with CORAS, attack trees or other ISO 

31010 techniques:

Continously improve with TRICK Service:

Requirements and 
expectations

Security is handled

Plan
ISMS establishment

Act
Regular update of the 

ISMS

Check
Implementation and 

operation of the ISMS

Do
ISMS monitoring and 

review



For further information on TRICK Service, please do not 

hesitate to contact us.
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TRICK Service obtained useful features since then: be it the calculation of profitability, the

structuring of threats and risks, the costs of the security process (after ISO 27001) and security

measures (of ISO 27002), the Luxembourgish requirements of dematerialisation and archiving, the

thresholds and registers of CSSF, the evolution of security maturity, and many more.

itrust consulting has participated in several research projects funded by the Ministry of

Economics or the European Commission, including BUGYO Beyond, CockpitCI and TREsPASS.

These projects allowed us to build up our risk analysis tool that was first designed as Excel tool,

then as web application.
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